
AN ANALYSIS OF THE GANGSTER RAP SONG FORGOT ABOUT DRE BY

DR DRE

"Forgot About Dre" is a single from rapper Dr. Dre's album , featuring vocals from rapper Hardcore hip hop Â· gangsta
rap Â· West Coast hip hop Greg Tate of SPIN noted that Dr. Dre uses this song to "make sure all recognize his.

Most of the group's political threat left with Cube when he departed in late amid many financial
disagreements. So, smoking his grass all day long, is how he makes some rap that kills. Hit my boys off with
jobs, no more living hard My boys: this expression gives Dre a paternal side â€” like a Godfather, like a King.
Chorus: Snoop and Dre confirm that Dre is the best rapper in the world. Instead, Dre pioneered gangsta rap
and his own variation of the sound, G-funk. Not only did he produce Snoop 's debut, Doggystyle, but he
orchestrated several soundtracks, including Above the Rim and Murder Was the Case both in , which
functioned as samplers for his new artists and production techniques, and he helmed hit records such as
Blackstreet 's "No Diggity," among others, including a hit reunion with Ice Cube , "Natural Born Killaz. He is
cartoonishly evil, to the point that he has a nearly nude man tortured by dogs in the lobby of a recording
studio, with zero explanation offered to the viewer. Beats was acquired by Apple Inc. Dre to put a new album
out. Dre landed that same year with Kendrick Lamar , Anderson. A year later, N. By mentioning this band
lasting from his youth before his involvement in rap, Dr. A third, and final, album titled Detox had been
announced, but as the producer devoted time to Aftermath artists like 50 Cent and Eminem , the album
suffered numerous delays. Detox, however, is dead. Before, Dre summed up the skepticism of his enemies.
Not only was the record the debut of his elastic G-funk sound, it also was the beginning of his collaboration
with rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg. Similarly, Dr. It designates the poor, ghetto-style clothing that the American
textile industry spread from the s. Rushmore, it comes off as cowardly. It's best to let things like this breathe.


